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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
Traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage (TSAH) was first
described by Wilkins in 18591. In an autopsy study of
patients dying from head injury, he noticed hemorrhagic
CSF which he described as ‘sanguinous meningeal
effusion in subarachnoid space’. The exact incidence of
TSAH is not certain. In a CT analysis, Eisenberg et al2

reported 39% incidence of TSAH in 753 patients. In a similar
study, Chestnut et al reported 44% incidence of TSAH3.
Clearance of TSAH depends upon the amount of blood
seen in initial scan.  In TSAH, clearance of blood is faster
than that described in aneurysmal SAH4.  Rapid resolution
of traumatic intracranial bleed i.e. extradural haematoma
(EDH), subdural haematoma (SDH) and intracranial
haematoma (ICH) have been well described in literature.
However resolution of TSAH with parallel dramatic
improvement in the neurological status of the patient is
rare and not frequently reported.

CASE REPORTCASE REPORTCASE REPORTCASE REPORTCASE REPORT
A 32-year-old male, was admitted to casualty with the
history of road traffic accident.  On admission, Glasgow
coma score (GCS) was E1V1M4 (6/15), with no limb
weakness.  Patient was immediately intubated in the
casualty.  CT scan of head was carried out after stabilizing
the patient. CT revealed diffuse subarachnoid haemorrhage
(SAH) i.e. in basal cisterns, left sylvian fissure and in frontal
cortical sulci with multiple dot contusions (DAI) in both
the cerebral hemispheres and small hemorrhagic contusion
near the temporal pole (Figs 1a and b). Patient did not have
any other injury.  He was managed conservatively by
elective ventilation, osmotic diuresis(mannitol) and
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intravenous phenytoin.  There was significant clinical
improvement, and serial CT head 24 hrs post injury revealed
complete resolution of the TSAH while dot contusions
and the other mentioned haemorrhagic contusion persisted
(Figs 2a and b).  Patient was weaned off the ventilatory
support and extubated, and when discharged three days
later was fully conscious with no neurological deficit.

FIGURE 1a. CT showing subarachnoid haemorrhage in basal cisterns
with DAI with temporal pole contusion.

FIGURE 1b.CT showing subarachnoid haemorrhage in frontal
cortical sulci
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DISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSION
First described by Wilkins in 18591, TSAH was thought to
be caused by rupture of the intracranial arteries and
bridging veins5,6.  Newbarr and Courville7 hypothesized
tearing of superior cerebral veins at their entry point in
superior sagittal sinus.  There is probable rupture of fine
vessels of pia-arachnoid during shearing strains under the
dura.  Freytag in 1963  reported SAH in head injured patients
due to venous rupture8.  Thin walled veins are more liable
to rupture than rupture of thick walled arteries.

TSAH is one of the important factor influencing the
overall outcome in head injured patients2.  The mortality is
2-3 times higher in patients with TSAH than those without
SAH in CT scan.  Eisenberg et al2 in 1990 reported mortality
among TSAH patients twice as high as no SAH patients.
In patients with TSAH, unfavourable outcome is reported
in 60-70% cases.  TSAH patients with mild head injury
showed higher incidence of unfavourable outcome than
mild head injury without SAH 9,11.  The outcome of patient
with TSAH is directly related to clinical state and amount
of subarachnoid blood seen on the first CT scan12.

Clearance of TSAH depends on the amount of blood
seen in initial scan.  In TSAH, clearance blood is faster
than that described in aneurysmal SAH4.  Rapid clearance
of blood in patients of TSAH is reported by Kakarieka in
199613.  In his study he noticed reduction of subarachnoid
blood to 50% after 2 days of initial CT and 33% after 3 days
of initial CT scan.  Here we report rapid resolution of TSAH
within 24 hrs with parallel rapid neurological improvement.
Such rapid resolution of traumatic bleed is described in
relation with intracranial hematomas, subdural hematomas
and intradural hematomas but not with TSAH.  Wu Me et
al14 described a patient with rapid resolution of intracerebral
hematoma within 72 hours.  Berker et al15 reported ultra-
rapid spontaneous resolution of acute post-traumatic SDH
within two hours of its occurrence.  Imai16 had reported
rapid spontaneous resolution of signs of intracranial
herniation in a 57 year old patient in who acute subdural
haematoma got resolved.  Similarly Edward et al17, Fernandez
et al18, Kato et al19, Cohen JC et al20 also reported rapid
spontaneous resolution of acute SDH.  Kurowia et al21 have
described rapid spontaneous resolution of acute extradural
and subdural haematoma in 17 years old man.

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
TSAH  is an unusual finding in CT after head injury. Rapid
resolution of TSAH is a phenomenon observed rarely, and
the treating surgeon should be aware of such a possibility
to prognosticate the outcome.
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FIGURE 2a. CT showing resolution of subarachnoid haemorrhage
in basal cisterns with persistence of DAI and haemorrhagic contusion

FIGURE 2b. CT showing resolution of subarachnoid haemorrhage
in frontal.
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